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SzijiU Abu-Hantash  
 
A comparison between the experiences of integration and European 
unity with the experience of integration and the Arab unity 
 
After nearly half century of the beginning of the European integration 
project, Western Europe was able to achieve progress and improvement in the 
integration and the comprehensive European unity overacting all contradictions 
and difficulties it faced before the beginning of the integration process or the 
process that appeared during this process and still faced till now because the 
European integrative experience motivated lots of other zones in the world to 
follow its example. 
The countries of the Arab world are the most obvious example, which dealt 
with building institutions in imitation of the European integration experience; 
But all attempts of Arab integration did not reach any  of the levels where the 
European and integration experience did, in spite of the availability of all the 
main factors of integration and unity in the Arab countries in away that exceeds 
its availability in the European community. 
Here these questions raised: why did the experience of integration and 
European unity has succeed, at least, till now in spite of the few factors? Why 
did the Arabs experience in integration failed in spite of the many factors of 
integration and unity? The answer to these questions requires to follow the 
steps of the European integration to reach such properties, advances and 
accomplishments, finally obstacles and difficulties they faced and overcame, or 
these difficulties that are still treated by the European community, it also 
necessitates following the experience of integration and Arab unity searching 
its components and advances, reasons beyond not achieving its aims in 
integration and unification. This research tries through presenting these two 
experiences, to illustrate points of weakness in the Arab experience, so as to 
avoid them in future, taking into consideration the objective circumstances, the 
environment where the process of unity and integration started. 
 
The experience of integration and European unity  
 
In spite of talking about one western European civilization, there was no 
European common history or culture. Because of the different methods  
followed in building the national government, variance in linguistic properties1 
but the lack of the unifying national factor (element) and variance in cultures 
and interests, and European policies, did not come between the establishment 
of European integration and lack of continuity of European process. 
                                                 
1 Ashnou ABD EL LATIF: Learning from the European experience in establishing the Arab ±
Magrebian unity,  Al Mustaqbal al Arabi-193, September 1990. 18. 
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The desire to achieve unity, whether on internal or external level, is turning 
back to several reasons, the most important being, economic and security reasons. 
 
The security factors 
 
Europe has witnessed since the establishment of the national government 
after Westaflia Peace in 1648, bloody conflicts that did not calm down for three 
centuries, English revolutions in 1688 and the French revolution in 1789, are 
tangible and actual proof of this fact, the continent witnessed in the twentieth 
century two devastating world wars that resulted in killing and displacement of 
millions of nations of this old continent. 
After the Second World War, as a result of the tragedies on Europe, the 
minds of decision makers and the elite in Europe were ready to exert the utmost 
efforts to settle the European conflicts, especially with great progress of the 
massive destructive weapons.2 Also Second world war has changed the idea of 
the national country that has dominance generated several directives that call 
for reconstructing Europe based on super nation, and marginalizing the 
extremist national factors. Also settling Äthe German issue´ that was and still 
causes continuous anxiety to Europe, that is considered  from the important 
factors for the European process, because of the fear of the European countries 
especially France, of Germany's return to build its military power anew, 
especially with the availability of necessary abilities, it should be integrated in 
the framework of European integration to be a stability factor.3 
Actually, the formation of the eastern bloc led by the former soviet union to 
evoke European fears, ideologically and security, where western Europe and 
for the first time, a joint danger, that advanced the idea of European integration, 
with the advent of the USA, a great power, forms the other side in the new 
international power, that was generated after the second world war. The 
position of the European countries, especially Britain and France retreated 
subsequently Europe occupied a secondary position comparing to the two great 
powers, which led Europe to think of creating a third international power, that 
allows it to enjoy an active and balanced role in the international system.4 
It appeared also that there is an interest for the USA to rebuild the unified 
Western Europe preparing all means to solve conflicts between them, so that it 
became one bloc against the former Soviet Union, and the eastern bloc. It was 
ascertained by the Marshall project to rebuild Europe to adopt a defensive 
complementary policy.5 
                                                 
n and European unity: is it applicable in the The experience of integratio :NAFAA Hassan- 2
Arab countries? Al Mustaqbal al Arabi-136, July, 27.
3 Al SABAH - Abd El RAHMAN: The joint European market: an analytical study, Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs Al Doha 1981. 133. 
.133 RAHMAN:-SABAH 4
5 NAFAA Hassan: 27.  
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It is clear for us that the main factor in preparing Europe to start building the 
integration process, was an external factor, that aims at trying to solve Äthe 
problem of European security´ by putting western Europe under the 
ÄAmerican nuclear umbrella´, the matter that led to making Europe, may be 
for the first time in its history, one strategic bloc. 
 
Economic Aims 
 
Besides the security aims, since the launching of the European structure- 
there arose some of the economic aims that contributed in the continuity of the 
idea of integration, and stood between its backwardness, or its deterioration. 
The productive forces progressed in the neighboring countries has witnessed 
a great progress in quantity and quality, were it surpassed the national barriers 
and contributed  in dividing work on the regional level, this led to the 
interference of European economies with one another, at the same time, there 
was instability in the level of economic progress and traditional framework of 
national markets, the barriers and obstacles between these countries stood 
between the movement of people, goods, capital, these restraints had to be 
overcome, Also the group of European countries, that encouraged the EU, 
found itself withdrawn, while their Japanese and American competitors in lots 
of technological and scientific fields which formed an additional factor for the 
countries of the group to accumulate its efforts and unify its resources to 
overcome this decline and create the ability to compete. 
On the other hand, there was a European desire, and still is in forming a 
framework that forms a way to defend capitalism in the European continent and 
compensates  Europe  at the same time on its loosing its settlements and return 
its influence in Asia, Africa , and Latin America.6  
It seems that Europe's political stability and the availability of democratic 
choice and providing the European nations with opportunities to participate in 
taking decisions, that had a clear effect in  pushing the European integration.7 
All these aims and economic factors made the European group consider  
that the European integration is the best way to achieve its economic and 
political aims, the best guarantee to find a military secure cooperation that 
enforces Europe and makes a complete entity against any joint foreign 
danger. Worthy mentioning that the European countries discovered also that 
the structure that depends on integration between its intellectual, economic 
and human capabilities is able to ensure the needs and ambitions of the 
Europe continent.8 
                                                 
.28 :NAFAA Hassan 6
.ibid, 33 7
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Including this imagination, the European group sought to achieve complete 
unity as a more sublime aim started in achieving economic unity which in turn 
leads to political unity through laying a group of aims and achieving them such 
as.9 1.) Canceling customs on imports between the member countries (this aim 
was achieved quickly, as all these customs were cancelled). 2.) Cancelling 
customs on exports and imports between market countries (this aim was also 
achieved). 3.) Enacting a unified tariff custom on imports to all non-member 
countries, this unified tariff was applied since 1968. 4.) Canceling restricts 
imposed on the freedom of capital transfer a (and organizing exchange policies 
for the member countries).10 5.) Following a joint agriculture policy, 
represented in developing the sufficient production of the European agriculture 
and guaranteeing a certain level of life for those working in it. 6.) Following 
the policy of free competition in the joint market, so that the member countries 
are not biased against the products of one another. 7.) Organizing monetary 
policy and treating disequilibria in paying budget and supporting confidence in 
their clients. 8.) Supporting investments in market countries, especially in 
withdrawn zones, to achieve such aim, the European investment bank was 
established. 9.) Putting the joint economic policies for member countries, 
through gradual adjustment of economic policies for these countries.11 
 
Progress of European procession 
 
After examining the most important political, security and economic factors 
that led  Europe to think in the process of building unity and integration, we 
should enter the phases of application for this idea. We can say that the 
production (construction) process passed by two different yet complementary 
phases, in spite of the time period separating between them. First phase: 
represented in ideas and suggestions, sometimes the bilateral political and 
economic conventions that has preceded the famous roman convention in 1957. 
Second phase: starting from the date of the convention and what followed, 
especially Ä0DDVWULFKW FRQYHQWLRQ´, we will try through the coming pages to 
analyze and present these two periods. 
 
Pre- roman agreement 
 
The European politicians were convinced that after the second world war, 
that unity will restore peace and wealth to Äthe old continent´ the British prime 
minister at that time, Winston Churchill, expressed this desire in his famous 
                                                 
9 ALHADRAMY, Zaher: European community and its role in the new world system, Beirut 
1997. 49-51. 
onomical coalitions, Arab economical unity committee Aman, 1980, 9eries of studies on ecS 10
11 ALHADRAMY, Zaher: 49. 
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speech addressed in Zurich, the Switzerland city, where he announced the 
necessity of ÄEurope's awakeness´ defining the basis of unity through 
cooperation  between France and Germany. In fact, the idea of unifying 
Europe wasn't new in the modern European political thought, this idea was 
presented in the period between the two wars, by lots of European politicians as 
Coudenhove-Kalergi, Aristide Briand and others. 
Once the idea was suggested and discussed on the official political level, 
there was two groups competing on executing this idea, the first one supported 
achieving the European unity through a federal form, the second calls for 
cooperation between countries in a confederative way, which started in the 
beginning of the European integration, depending on the second approach that 
will contribute in establishing these organizations, which are: 1.) The O.E.C.E, 
established in 1948 aiming at managing the American aid, prepared by 
Marshall project. 2.) The European Council (C.E) established in 1949, a big 
organization aiming at demanding from the twenty three member countries to 
keep the creativity and the European heritage based on dominance of law and 
respecting individual values.13 3.) Union of European countries established in 
1954, as it is a form of defensive coalition that includes France, Britain, and 
Holland, Belgium, and Luxemburg. 
Thus, we find that the confedral union paved the way in front of the 
European structure though the second federal movement, will be launched with 
the idea of European economic structure and putting into application from May 
1950 within the French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman, expressed his desire 
of establishing a German-French cooperation in the production of steel and 
carbon and be available to all other countries.14 In 18 April 1951 this agreement 
was signed in Paris to include in addition to the establishing countries 
represented in France, Germany, Italy, Belguim, Luxemburg and Holland. This 
agreement has stipulated the establishment of the European group of steel and 
carbon, and was executed in 25 July 1952 after the parliament of the concerned 
six countries endorsed it.15 
This European steps started through the economic dimension based on this 
agreement that confirmed the freedom of carbon transfer, iron and steel 
between the six countries removing barriers between them (customs & defining 
import and export). The agreement itself pointed out to the importance of 
establishing joint European establishments to execute the aims of the 
agreement where four institutions were established a) High-Authority: located 
at Luxemburg and consisted of 9 members, its decisions are obligatory to the 
national countries. b) European Parliament: located at Strasbourg and consisted 
                                                 
 .478 .Paris 1990 ,Seuil +LVWRULHGHď(XURSH :LE BRUN, Francois-Jean ,CARPANTIER 12
 uze,/HVUpJLPHVSROLWLTXHVGHĐ(XURSH'HV'H :TRANKA, Henri -Pierre  ,CHALVIDAN 13
Eurolles, Paris 1990. 11. 
14 Ibid, XII.  
.Ibid, XII 15
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of 70 members selected from their national parliaments, in spite of the fact that 
their role is consultative, he could force the higher authority to resign if 
confidence was withdrawn with 2/3. c) The Two Ministry Council: consists of  
representatives of the six countries and executes the decisions of  the group. d) 
The court of justice: consists of seven members of the judges and lawyers, were 
selected for 6 years by the governments respected the agreement and its 
decisions are applied on all member countries.16  
This agreement has achieved a fast success, the matter that has encouraged 
the 6 member countries to try to build political Europe, the initiative of the 
French foreign Minster, who suggested the integration plan of the armies of the 
different member countries under a superior leadership, for this reason and in 
Paris, he signed a new convention in 27 August 1952 between the six member 
countries to form the European group of defense, but this convention wasn't 
enacted because of the refusal of the French parliament to endorse it in 31 
august in 1954, as a result of this failure and at the level of the military 
integration between the Europeans, there was a complete orientation towards  
the economic field.17 
In the autumn of 1955, the ministers of the six members met in  Masin city, 
and made a committee of experts under the presidency of Henry Subic, the 
former foreign mister of Belgium to study a report dealing with the  possibility 
of  unity in the nuclear and economic ability. After one year, this report was 
presented in ÄVenice conference´ that included the six member countries, in 
which they decided to intensify negotiations to advance formed, therefore the 
American ÄMarshall project´ was executed by the Europeans who sought  
their unity.18 
 
Rome agreement and direction towards Maastricht 
 
A natural and logical result for the attempts of unity and economic 
integration previously mentioned, the six member countries have convinced of 
the necessity to transfer from  the limited economic cooperation to establishing 
a joint European market, therefore signed in 25 march 1957 in Rome two 
conventions to establish the economic group ( C.C.E) and the European group  
for nuclear energy (C.E.E.A). 
The aim of this first convention was as it has mentioned in the second article 
is to establish a joint market, through the gradual approach of economical 
policies for member countries and encourages organized progress of the 
economic activity of member countries, widening the market in a continual and 
                                                 
 /HVUpJLPHVSROLWLTXHVGHĐ(XURSH'HV'HX]H :TRANKA, Henri -CHALVIDAN,Pierre  16
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18 Ibid, 380. 
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balanced way, raising the level of life, strengthening relations between the 
member countries, this convention aims also at achieving the customs unity, 
this doesn't mean only freedom inside the group for people and financial 
capital, in addition to merchandise, but also laying a common custom or 
imitation for the member countries with the external world. This agreement 
aims also at putting a common policy in several fields, especially in agriculture 
and transportation. As for the second convention, it aims at permitting 
cooperation between the six member countries in peaceful usage of atomic 
energy and performing joint works that has to do with researches and 
security.19 The first Rome convention stipulated on establishing the common 
European market on gradual basis, during a transitory period of 12 years, which 
could extend to 15 years.20 ,Q0DUFKWKH(XURSHDQSDUOLDPHQWKHOGLW¶V
meeting in Strasbourg under the presidency of Robert Schuman to put policies 
and decrees written in Rome agreement under execution. 
We could consider 1965 one of the most important instances in the 
European history of integration, because it has witnessed the unification of 
executable committees of the three previous groups in one committee, and that 
decision was actually executed in July 1967.21 
The convention of the joint European market has stated that the 
establishment of the following institutions: a) European Council (EC), b) the 
ministries council of the joint European market, c) the common European 
committee, d) the European parliament, e) the European court. 
The European Council, located in Brussels and consists of the presidents of 
the countries & governments in addition to the foreign ministers and the 
executive committee chairman to suggest projects then executing them as soon 
as they are approved by the council and executing the agreements concerned. 
Ministers council, located in Brussels, sometimes in Luxemburg, consists of 
the ministers of the member countries according to the suggested topic, if the 
project was agricultural, the representative of the country shall be the ministry 
of agriculture, if it was industrial, it shall be presented by the Minster of 
industry, each country will head the group every six alternately. European 
parliament, that located in Strasburg, but its secretariat is in Luxemburg, it 
consists of judges, lawyers elected by their country that form the group and 
from six years. The parliament supervises the decisions of the group, its 
conformity with the texts of the agreement, it consists of 518 members, three 
elections were formed for this parliament, the first was in 1979, second in 
1979, the third in 1993. The executive committee, represented by two members 
for any of the big countries i.e. France, Germany, Britain, Spain, and one 
                                                 
19 CHALVIDAN, Pierre - TRANKA, Henri: /HVUpJLPHVSROLWLTXHVGHĐ(XURSH'HV'HX]H 
Eurolles, Paris 1990. 13.  
20 Said Abd El MONIM: History of Europe, Al Dar Al Gamia, Beirut 1994. 48. 
21 CHALVIDAN-TRANKA: 14. 
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member for the rest of the member country and is considered an core of the 
European government and its employers more than 1.500 distributed on more 
than twenty executive agency. European court of justice, which located in 
Luxembourg and consists of 13 member for six years, forming the legal body 
of the European Union, and is concerned with settling issues between the 
member countries. The European group could step forward, with the increase 
RIWKHPHPEHUV¶QXPEHUVIURPFRXQWULHVLQWRQLQHFRXQWULHVDIWHUWKH
British , and Denmark and Ireland joined it in 1970. 
In 1974 Äthe European summit´ appeared, it was called afterwards, 
ÄThe European council´, an institution that wasn't included among the 
items of the original agreement, where it calls for holding three meetings 
on the presidential level, and presidents of the government, this new 
institution aims at executing the European parliamentary elections in the 
form of direct general elections and the first elections were held in June 
1979, the participation percentage reached 60% for all the member groups, 
on the other hand; the French lady, Simone Veil, was elected as its 
president. In 1981, Greece joined the European group that consisted of ten 
members, then in 1985, after accepting the joining of Spain and Portugal.  
The year of 1985 has witnessed the birth of the next step on the way to 
European integration when the presidents of the European group accepted 
the preconception which suggested by the European committee which 
standing upon a number of the principle laws and procedures that 
completed in 1986 with the approval of the document of the unified 
Europe work upon it the ÄRoman agreement´ amended following the 
majority principle in 1986 instead of unanimity as a way of election and 
authorizing the European parliament wide powers and actual effective 
authorities in the legislation and enacting a laws also this document 
cancelled the borders between 12 countries by establishing European 
entity free from borders.22 In February 1992, Maastricht convention was 
accepted as a good phase of European integration as it approved the 
common aims of the European family and the mechanism of taking 
decisions concerning the group and the power given to it. 
Actually, this convention has covered the issues concerned the European 
citizenship, the resulting rights, establishing the monetary coalition and the 
unified currency, carrying out common works in the field of the foreign policy, 
cooperation in the judicial field, internal security policies, terrorism and drugs. 
the agreement tried to include cooperation in Education, culture, health and 
transportation, widening powers of European parliament.23 
                                                 
Regarding the indicators of the European  :SHEEDIAl RA-Shata Tamed Abd El WANIS 22
unity and its possible effects concerning the future of integration in the Arab regions, Arab issues 
69 March, 1992. 102
23 SIDKY, Ragia Ibrahim: The European community: Europe project 1992, issue 99, January 
1990. 101. 
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One of the most important things that came in the agreement is based on 
achieving monetary and political unity for the European group being a final 
step in the direction of the natural unity on three phases: 1.) Completing the 
establishment of the European market in 1993 (this was achieved). 2.) The 
phase of accomplishing the monetary and financial coordination among the 
member countries that was started in 1994. 3.) Approving a unified European 
currency, establishing a European Central bank, this should take place in the 
end of December 1996, this date was fixed to be in January 1999 as a final 
date (this wasn't done after that). 
 
The European experience between achievement and difficulties 
 
It is stated that the European integration project wasn't the project that could 
be executed and achieved easily. Europe then was still under the ruins and 
rubbles of the Second World War. Europe still lives also vivid history in its 
memory, why not, when the German neighbor in the light of Adolf Hitler, is 
responsible for war and still responsible for occupation of Paris in 1940. How 
we can forget all these, and go beyond individual self during approximately 
seven years? Looking forward to the future more than the past? Truth is that 
Europe got over self is considered unparalleled moral and material success, but 
actually this success faced some failures and difficulties which in spite of its 
presence confirms that the European should achieve their utmost aim in 
integration, which we shall discuss later.  
 
Accomplishments 
 
The unified Europe wasn't an easy project, but there were and still lots of 
difficulties and problems facing this process. The European unity as the former 
president of the European council, Jack Dollar says, was never a calm long 
river, in spite of his declaration in 1984 that the age of construction did not 
exceed thirty years, but during the last twenty seven years, the experience of 
European unity, was able to achieve some accomplishments and important 
transformations in the age of European construction, especially in the extended 
period of ÄRoman convention´ until the year 1963.25 
As for the famous crisis the European bank lived because of Charles de 
Gaulle agreement and using the policy of Äthe empty chair´ in the meetings of 
the European market, for organizational reasons. As for the second crisis 
Margaret Thatcher evoked because of the British monetary contribution  in the 
                                                 
24 Gafar Al GAZER: Maastricht and the European American hidden conflict, Al Nafash sector, 
Beirut, 1993. 28-29. 
Odile Jacob, Paris  ,un hommeѴ¶d punit¶L: DELORES squecWOLTON, Dominique, Ja 25
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European group. In spite of the difficulties and obstacles that appeared since 
the launching of the idea of building Europe, the European experience could 
achieve lots of success stories forward the complete European unity. After less 
than half century of gradual integration Europe was able to achieve all its aims. 
It was able to transform the western European region from a conflict region 
zone to a zone of peaceful cooperation and could surpass all that came between 
their countries by establishing the different institutions. On the other hand, the 
European group could also achieve and remove most of the fears between the 
countries of the European continent and the increase of their members from 6 
members in 1956 to 25 member, and the aspiration of different continents to 
join it is considered a clear evidence of the success of this experience. Also, the 
European group could achieve a high level of the economic boom and develop 
the mutual loyalty to the group and its systems from the member countries and 
building a sound dialogue between different European governments and the 
different systems the group. 
The European group could also start developing the political cooperation 
between the different members and forming administrative committee that 
represent sincerely the collective European interests, also laying geographical 
and economic borders between  member countries making Europe appear as a 
homogenous entity in front of the external world, transforming citizenship from  
citizenship of one individual country to European citizenship and granting all 
that duties and freedom elected  from this citizenship such as transportation, 
lodgment, and election (27)In addition to the removal of the economic restraints 
and the tariff between the member countries, here, the European group is 
proceeding toward the complete economic and political unity. 
 
The Difficulties  
 
In spite of the aforementioned great achievements accomplished by the 
European group in the way of the complete and comprehensive unity, but this 
union still face difficulties and obstacles that could have negative impacts on 
the European unity in future. We can summarize these obstacles. 
 
Political issues 
 
Variance between unifying movements between several directives: the 
difference in opinions resulting (that appeared since the establishment and 
remained until now, it appears clearly in the difference of opinions when we 
talk about the topic of monetary or political unity. As it appeared in the 
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referendum of Maastricht agreement, whereas France, Germany and Holland 
encourage working in a rapid way, on the other hand; Britain and Denmark 
calls for the deliberateness also in the national referendum that got the 
constitution in Holland. We notice it only in the countries that joined lately the 
EU, these are countries of American orientation mainly, and its loyalty to its 
membership in North Atlantic alliance that surpasses its loyalty to the idea of 
the European union in itself, this was seen in the difference around the 
European situation during war of Iraq and establishing an independent 
European council, in case of crisis. Leadership dispute and the problem of 
presidency, the matter that increases this problem is the presence of variance in 
power levels between member countries, especially Germany, France, Britain 
and Italy described as the European system, leadership appears in the European 
group now, and then especially in France , Germany and Britain. 
 
The issues of political cooperation and unified foreign policy  
 
The final aim of the European group is to establish a unified European 
foreign policy. The influential countries in the group see in the political 
cooperation a means of coordination between European countries, all other 
countries adopt their views in different issues, whereas other countries see in it 
a means to  increase its weight and position in the international system, and a 
tool of integration and achieving unity between European countries.28 
Issue of widening membership: this was evoked due to the collapse of the 
former Soviet Union and the eastern bloc, where a lot of  the eastern countries 
sought to join the European group, different views appeared between countries 
of group concerning this problem, there is a direction that calls for widening 
and including eastern European countries such as Germany, another direction 
that contradicts this orientation calls for deepening cooperation between  
current  members of the group, this direction represents France, but they 
surpass this period, the widening period took place as the number of EU group 
increased from 15 member to 25 in 2004 (Romania and Bulgaria in 2007).29 
 
Security Obstacles 
 
There is difference as for achieving a unified defensive policy of the 
European countries, France seeks to find an independent European role on the 
north Atlantic alliance, whereas Britain apposes this and sees the necessity of 
remaining inside the Atlantic alliance and defensive cooperation through it.30 
                                                 
28 ibid, 33-39. 
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In spite of the economic success achieved by the institutions of the 
European group since the fifties of this century, especially in ÄRoman 
convention´ in 1957, the European economic integration especially in the 
matter of monetary union, still faces lots of problems and difficulties in 
achieving them. 
We can summarize the most important economic obstacles that face 
integration and European unity as follows: 1.) Difference of the level of 
cooperation and progress between countries of the group, there are still 
countries that are considered developing in need of support from lots of sectors 
especially industrial ones, this means that one needs to enclose the door against 
lots of economic coordination in the framework of the group. 2.) The necessity 
of reconsidering the process of applying market procedures, in spite of 
extending a time-schedule to reach economic unity, and removing all obstacles, 
but obstacles appear from time to time and hinder the progress in the 
integration process. 3.) European countries worry about the dominance of 
strong economy in some countries on other sectors, or leak of capital from 
these countries after removing restraints, or flooding the markets with 
merchandise.31 4.) Variance in the amount of gains achieved by any country of 
the union countries. 5.) Unstable relations, those existing between the European 
group and the united states, until now in the economic field, as a result of 
competition and conflict in some of these policies, especially agriculture 
policies of Europe.32 Finally in spite of all these technical difficulties, that could 
be overcame, Europe represented 25 countries extending on the area of 3.975.000 
km2. This European experience became an example that could be followed by the 
countries and political entities in this world and the Arab world not excepting this 
admiration and wonder, trying to imitate such great political and humanistic 
experience; we will try to present it in the second part of this chapter. 
 
The Arab experience of integration and unity 
 
7KH$UDE¶VGUHDPRIachieving integration and unity is old and continuous. 
The appearance of Islam in the seventh century A.D and its expansion in the 
caliphs, the Umayyad and the Abbasids is a proof of the continual effort to 
realize unity. Although these attempts have positive targets, they led to creating 
different political capitals so as not to say conflicting states, they are Damascus 
the capital of the Umayyad, Baghdad the capital of Abbasids and Cairo the 
capital of Fatimids. The Arab world fell under the ottoman hegemony in 1517 
then under the modern occupation of Britain and France, which moved the unity 
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and national feelings and the effort to independence and building the major Arab 
state. The Arab world witnessed the major Arab revolution against the ottomans 
led by Hussein Bin Ali, who sought to establish a large Arab state including 
Syria and Iraq. Still his attempts failed for local and international reasons. After 
the Arab world got over the western occupation at the beginning of the forties, 
president Nasser tried to build a unified strong Arab state that appeared in the 
Egyptian Syrian unity in 1958. However, it lasted for three years only. 
Therefore why did the minimum integration and unity failed despite the 
constant claim of the presence of many factors to realize the idea of unity, in 
comparison to the European experience that is considered its model? We will 
review the factors of unity and some regional unity experiences in the Arab 
world. Finally we will discuss the most important obstacles that hinder the 
desired target of Arab integration and unity. 
It can be said that the major factors needed for an Arab integrative project 
exist in the Arab side more than any other side. This appears particularly in the 
countries that worked on achieving their own unity such as Europeans. For 
there are several common factors that might help in achieving their unity. They 
are: 1.) The unity of origin: every nation has the same origin but it is not 
necessary for all the citizens to have the same parents. However, the belief in 
the same origin is clear in the Arab nation. The historical formation of the Arab 
nation is out of question. The last twenty centuries reflected that this formation 
has a solid basis because all the constituents needed for the Arab nation 
formation are available.33 2.) The unity of language: is the most important 
moral tie among the citizens of the Arab nation. All the Arab countries share 
the Arabic language. It is considered the spirit of the nation and the axis and 
structure bone of its patriotism and it is the most important characteristic. 3.) 
Common history: because Arab countries share the same history. Arabs have 
lived similar political, economic and social events through the development of 
their countries. 4.) The unity of religion: the Arab nation has the same religion; 
Islam. It constitutes the most important social tie binding Arabs. 5.) 
Geographical connection: the Arab nation is located in a connected 
geographical spot with no separation of its parts.34 6.) The cultural unity: is 
based on the unity of intellectual and cultural streams in the Arab nation, which 
appears in the unity of old and modern Arab cultural sources.35 Thus, the Arab 
nation, its characteristics and factors of unity form the common ground, 
history, composition, language, religion, culture and economic situations are 
factors integrated and complementary where these factors can push the success 
of Arab integration and unity. 
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It seems that integration and unity became urgent more than national desire 
for the progress of Arab countries, particularly after the logic of regional 
coalition became important in view of interaction with the problems whose 
UHVXOWVFURVVHGWKHFRXQWU\¶VERUGHUVWRLQIOXHQFHWKHRWKHU6XFKSUREOHPVDUH
technological progress, pollution, energy, food, etc. Realizing Arab unity or at 
least some sort of Arab integration becomes more important because some 
integration and unity experiences succeeded as in the case of European 
coalition.  
Despite different interests among the countries of the European group, the 
European coalition was able to achieve tangible and firm steps towards 
European integration and unity. Despite the presence of integrated objective 
characteristics in the Arab world, it did not have the sufficient impact to push 
Arabs to integration and unity. We can attribute the failure of Arab unity, the 
mysteriousness of its targets and the difficulty of implementing them to the 
absence of its means and the absence of time frame as in the European 
experience. 
The targets of Arab unity are realizing social justice, integration of poor and 
rich countries in the Arab world and integration of human resources and Arab 
natural resources through the removal of borders in the Arab nation. The 
project of Arab unity seeks to unify national efforts to eliminate backwardness 
and push all Arab creative and productive energies. Arab unity also aims at 
protecting Arab nations presence and combating factors of disintegration in the 
age of major world coalitions. Unity is the major condition necessary for 
achieving Arab national security for all Arab countries in economic, political, 
military and cultural fields. This is the essential condition needed for realizing 
integrated total national development.37 
Through the previous review, it is clear that the idea of unity in Arab 
countries has two advantages: first, Arabs want to realize every thing at the 
same time; second, the absence of priorities as in the European experience. In 
other words, economics moves politics and not the other way round as in the 
Arab experience. 
 
The development of Arab integration 
 
The experience of the Arab integration is considered the oldest regional 
experience. The formation of Arab integrated institutions preceded the 
European integration. In 1945, the Arab league was established. Whereas the 
European experience started with the institutional work after the Ä0arshall 
SURMHFW´ was approved in 1947. It can be said that the Arab integration 
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experience went through two stages: the first is related to the establishment of 
the Arab League. The second related to Arab coalition after the failure of the 
first stage. 
 
The Arab League 
 
The idea of Arab union crystallized in the modern age with the emergence 
of the nationality concept since the end of the nineteenth century and the 
beginning of the twentieth century. The unity stream increased with the 
beginning of World War II. This was used by Britain for its interest, where it 
called for founding the Arab nation union. Here the idea of the Arab league 
emerged. In 1944, The Egyptian government called for holding a preparatory 
meeting in Alexandria where the idea of the Arab league was approved. It was 
known as Alexandrian protocol. In 22 March, seven of the Arab representatives 
signed the decree of establishing the Arab league charter. They were: Egypt, 
Syria, Iraq, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen.38  
Unlike the European experience, which started to form economic 
institutions to realize political targets, the Arab experience established the Arab 
league as a political institution for political targets and relations. This does not 
mean that the Arab league ignored the role of economic integration. The Arab 
league charter stated the formation of Arab economic cooperation. A 
permanent committee was established for this target. Also the cooperation 
expanded along concluding Äcommon defense and economic cooperation 
FRQYHQWLRQ´ in 1951 through the establishment of economic council that was 
mentioned in the pact. This council issued a number of conventions including 
facilitation of trade, transit trade and movement of capital. 
7KH FRXQFLO¶V WDVNV DOVR LQFOXGHG VHDUFKLQJ IRU DQG FU\VWDOOL]LQJ $UDE
economic stances. Thus, the council paid attention to Rome convention in the 
common European market. In 1957, the economic union convention was 
established among the Arab league members. Some countries regarded this a 
natural reaction to Europe economic project, because it was qualitative 
progress to Arab economy. Technically, it was elastic and gradual stop for far-
reached project to establish comprehensive Arab economic union. 
,Q  WKH FRQYHQWLRQ ZDV DSSURYHG LQ WKH FRXQFLO¶V ILUVW PLQLVWHULDO
meeting, where it stated the establishment of ÄFRPPRQ $UDE PDUNHW´. Its 
essence was establishing free trade zone to fully liberate trade in seven years. 
There will be a transitional period in 1965-1971. However, the decisions and 
principles agreed upon were not accepted.39 
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It is worth mentioning that the concept of common markets was not applied 
in the Arab countries until now for several reasons: a) The membership of the 
economic council is not the same as in the common Arab market. b) Not all the 
Arab countries joined the union agreement. d) The market members did not 
unify the customs tariff and did not form customs union. e) The absence of a 
tied project for other economic integration measures. 
As for the Arab cooperation and economic integration outside the field of 
union council ÄWKH FRPPRQ $UDE PDUNHW´, the council evaluated economic 
agreements and the role and structure of specialized Arab organizations as well 
as developing a number of agreements and important economic conventions. 
Although the appearance of some positive points resulting from the joint 
Arab economic action, there is several negative points in this field: 1.) The 
Arab countries did not join the council and the market. 2.) The lack of political 
and group administration in member states behind the process of economic 
integration. 3.) The need to develop methods of applying Arab economic unity. 
4.) The necessity of giving a part of sovereignty that allows the power of direct 
implementation to some member state decisions. 5.) Several member states 
refused to rectify several conventions.40 
At any rate, the Arab league attempted, despite the different interests and 
powers of its members, to establish some institutions that can help in achieving 
the minimum joint Arab activity. Thus, the Arab league formed a group of 
institutions to cover all the sides of joint Arab action, they are: The league 
council, which is the highest organization and it consists of member states 
representatives. The permanent committees, formed for the affairs included in the 
activities of the league. They are: the political committee, the economic affairs 
committee, the socio-cultural affairs committee, the transportation committee, the 
legal committee, the media committee, the oil experts committee, the weather 
forecast committee, the financial and administrative affairs committee, and 
human rights committee.41 General trusteeship: represents the administrative 
body of the league. It consists of the following organs; the secretary general 
office, the trusteeship of military affairs, the general administration of political 
affairs, the general administration of Palestine, the general administration of 
economic affairs, the general administration of socio-cultural, of media, the 
general administration of legal affairs, the general administration of 
administrative and financial affairs.42 
In addition to these organs, a group of bodies were made according to the 
convention of common defense and economic cooperation. They are: common 
defense council, the military consultative organization, the permanent military 
committee, the unified Arab leadership and socio-economic council. In 
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addition, a group of Arab specialized agencies and organizations were made: 
1.) Economic and financial organizations, the Arab organizations for 
agricultural development and the Arab fund for economic and social 
development. 2.) Social and human organization, the Arab organization for 
social defense against crime, the Arab organization for administrative science, 
the Arab work organization, the Arab organization for training, culture and 
science and the Arab health organization. 3.) Technical organizations, the Arab 
union for radio and wireless transportation, Arab post union, Arab stations 
union, common Arab scientific council for atomic energy, Arab civil aviation 
council, Arab organization for specifications and measures, Arab center for 
studies on arid land and Arab academy for marine transportation.43 
Despite all these councils and organs branched from the Arab league and its 
22 members, which means the need for rules on all members, these organs, 
committees and activities not put into execution. This led to the loss of 
existence of the Arab league and the members went to achieve their integration 
and unity through other organizations and institutions. 
 
Regional Coalitions 
 
Due to the failure of the league to realize its targets for which it was 
established and due to the failure to realize the minimum integration among its 
members, the world witnessed attempts other than the Arab league integration 
among some regions and countries of the Arab world through the establishment 
of Arab cooperation councils represented in ÄJXOI FRRSHUDWLRQFRXQFLO´ in 1981, 
ÄArab cooperation coXQFLO´ and Ä0RURFFDQFRRSHUDWLRQFRXQFLO´ in 1989. The 
three councils include 15 Arab countries that include more than 2/3 of Arab 
ZRUOG FLWL]HQV ZKLFK KDYH  RI IXHO UHVRXUFHV ô RI DJULFXOWXUDO DQG ZDWHU
resources, most of minerals, the highest percent of potentials and scientific and 
technical capacities, and holds the keys of western and eastern parts of the 
Mediterranean sea, the red sea and the Arabian gulf.44 Several researchers 
consider that the coalitions follow the European integration experience, which 
applies ÄIXQFWLRQDOPHWKRG´ in dealing with the unity issue.45 
Establishment of Arab regional coalitions caused controversy about the 
future of Arab union, for some of the found these coalitions useful for common 
Arab action at the national level as it has potentials and risks of widening 
division among countries to be regional. Therefore, it was a stream favoring the 
idea of Arab regional coalitions towards totalitarian unity through gradual 
realistic regional cooperation, then creating unified stream including the whole 
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Arab world.46 It is noteworthy in Arab coalition that it is not possible to find 
the regional Arab functional and integrated curves due to absence of essential 
conditions such as starting to choose a certain sector for integration and 
searching for expanded tasks directed to Arab system on one hand and open for 
joining all its parties on the other. This happened in the European integration 
experience. In addition, the institutions responsible for managing integration 
are vested with true powers that enable them to plan resources and techniques 
in these sectors. The failure of Arab coalitions is due to the absence of 
perception of the concept and philosophy of integration or the absence of 
institutions capable of suggesting and implementing work plans. 
However, there are different reasons to form some coalitions of Arab countries 
to join them. Thus, the motives of forming different coalitions are security motives 
related to ÄJXOIFRRSHUDWLRQFRXQFLO´ and Ä0RURFFDQXQLRQ´ was established to 
attempt the support of African countries in confrontation of European project. As 
for Ä$UDEFRRSHUDWLRQFRXQFLO´, all its member states had their own target.47 In all 
cases, these councils were not able to realize coordination and cooperation among 
their members in addition to stopping of work in two councils Arab cooperation 
council and Moroccan cooperation council. 
 
Experience Obstacles 
 
The comparison between Arab and European experiences in unity and 
integration appears clearly. The Arab experience did not reach the level of the 
European. The failure of Arab unity and integration was knot due to the absence 
of legal and constitutional formulas or theoretical concepts related to the concept 
pf union country and institutions. The legal and constitutional texts of technical 
procedures, the form of institutional frame, the branching of systems agencies 
and specialized committees were accomplished in the Arab experience of unity. 
However, all this was not put in the real form but the projects of Arab union, 
formulas of union, institutions in the Arab league remained with no application. 
The targets, which they were made for, were not realized. 
The failure of Arab integration and union evokes many questions on the 
reasons behind the success of European experience in integration and unity. It 
realized many accomplishments in unity where the experience of Arab unity 
did not succeed. In fact, the failure of Arab experience in comparison to the 
European experience is due to several circumstances and reasons. Some of 
them are external; others are internal as related to each country on its own in 
addition to Arab ± Arab ties. 
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The External Circumstances 
 
As aforementioned, the European experience emerged after the retreat in 
Europe's status after WWII due to the emergence of two great powers. The 
USA and the former Soviet Union and the emergence of US interest in building 
strong Europe to face the eastern camp. On the other hand, the international 
system in itself worked on dividing the Arab world and encouraging axis policy 
between of this camp or the other. This led to different views on the targets and 
means of realizing Arab integration. Colonization torn the Arab world apart 
and it planned and defined the political borders that exist now among its 
countries without any role of these countries in that.  
The experience of European integration succeeded after Europe was able to 
overcome the problem of security through the ÄQXFOHDUXPEUHOOD´ provided by 
the US. When the European countries joined the NATO, they formed one 
strategic bloc, i.e. the European and functional operations in the economic, 
social and political fields started after these countries fulfilled security and 
strategic integration. In return, the obsession with security, whether internal or 
external, remains the main issue that dominates all the fields of Arab 
integration from the start.49 
 
Internal circumstances 
 
History says that European integration was preceded by transformation of 
European communities from agriculture to industry. The European countries 
understood that the industrial revolution and its economies became stable. 
These countries also had high interdependence. On the other hand, while there 
were attempts towards Arab integration, most Arab countries were in the stage 
of economic construction because their economies were primitive, thus most of 
these countries did not realize integration among different sectors of their 
economies. How can these economies be integrated? Also, the Arab countries 
did not reach reasonable degree of interdependence. 
European integration was preceded by maturity of national identity for 
every European country. The facts of industrial society include: development 
of social classes, political and organizational changes represented in parties, 
unions, and societies in these countries, the presence of democratic option and 
sovereignty of law. Meanwhile, most Arab countries were in the stage of 
building their countries and searching for national identity. Many of these Arab 
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countries are still trying to fuse class loyalties of tribes into one and the 
difference in political systems and dissimilarity of values of political policies. 
On the other hand, Arab countries are still unable to realize economic, social 
and political stability, how can they deal with these issues in the Arab world? 
Most Arab countries are far from ÄGHPRFUDWLF RSWLRQ´ and power in Arab 
countries is centered in one person or family or tribe or sect, the people are not 
allowed to take part in decision-making. 
The absence of effective political administration, for unity is a political 
choice and national commitment. Any integrated project in its essence is a 
political action governed by the emergence and development of political 
administration. Thus, the failure of the Arab world in achieving regional 
integration among its countries reflects the absence of Arab political 
administration and the inability of dealing with pressures and internal and 
external challenges.52 There is weak unity education, which is not present in 
unorganized form for Arab masses.53  
All these differences between Europe and the Arab world lead to the 
failure of attempts for unity and many obstacles and loss of hope for many 
people to realize it. 
 
Arab-Arab Circumstances  
 
There is no separation between what is national or unified, for there is 
internal occupation at the expense of general unified approach.54 
Sticking to national sovereignty and rejecting all attempts to reorganize the 
Arab league council, the union council or economic council to guarantee group 
decision or to consider unanimity a condition. 
The wars of 1967 and 1973 caused the Arab countries to amass money and a 
new division of the Arab countries in ÄVXUSOXV FRXQWULHV´ and Ädeficit 
FRXQWULHV´ were directed to invest their money interests in world money 
markets and moving away from the Arab world. In addition to dependence on 
opening junior Arab countries markets to consumption goods, companies 
services and capital world.55 
No separation between the economic and political in Arab relations, any 
clashes between the Arab countries lead to immediate pause and flow of goods 
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and people, cutting transportation and organic ties in the Arab world. This 
means any Arab integration is threatened to stop the starting point again when 
the political regime in integrated countries changes.  
 
Results 
 
The previous display of experiences of integration and unity in Europe and 
the Arab world reflects clearly the influence of external factors on the success 
of European experience on one side and the failure of Arab experience on the 
other. While Europe pushed forth to construct its unity and form one strategic 
zone to confront the communist threat of the former Soviet Union and the 
eastern side, the international regime then pushed the Arab world towards 
division, disintegration and conflicts. 
We must not forget also the internal circumstances that are no less important 
than the external. This is represented in the essence of effective political will, 
the immaturity of national identity of Arab countries, incompletion of Arab 
countries, deficiency in economic and social structures of Arab countries, and 
the absence of democratic choice which is considered one of the main 
conditions to realize and integrated unit based on real desire, mind and logic. 
,Q RXU RSLQLRQ (XURSH¶V VXFFHVV is due to its start in the course of 
integration and cooperation through the choice of a definite sector, Äthe sector 
RIFRDODQGVWHHO´. It managed to realize great accomplishments reached to the 
level of realizing full political unity after realizing the required economic, 
social and cultural integration. Meanwhile, the Arab countries are incapable 
until now of realizing their targets, means and priorities towards unity and 
integration. In fact, there is no deficiency in imitating others if this realizes 
targets and higher interests of the Arab nation or any other nation. But it is 
wrong to use other definitions for things and remove their true content and 
essence. This will lead to their deformation in an unacceptable way, which 
unfortunately takes place in the Arab world on more than one side: Is Arab 
democracy the same as European democracy? Do the Arab institutions and 
organizations have the same European sense? Is Arab integration and unity 
means the same as discussed by European integration and unified experience? 
Or is the claim of different environments, traditions and habits remains the easy 
and everlasting reply to these questions? At the level of league and 
socioeconomic council, it is supposed that the economic unity council replaces 
the economic council if the membership of all Arab countries is complete in the 
first place. However, this did not take place and it led to the duality of action in 
both councils. The economic council was developed until it was known as 
Äsocial and economic council´. Its functions expanded and directed towards 
organizations. 
